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Semipolar \(\{n001\}\) InGaN/GaN ridge quantum wells \((n = 1 – 3)\) fabricated by a regrowth technique
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Semipolar \(\{n001\}\) InGaN/GaN quantum wells \((QWs) (n = 1 – 3)\) are fabricated on top of GaN microstructures, which consist of semipolar \(\{1101\}\) facets. Semipolar planes are obtained via regrowth of three-dimensional structures on \(\{0001\}\) GaN templates under controlled growth conditions. Compared to QWs on \(\{1101\}\) facets, \(\{n001\}\) ridge QWs show an intense emission at \(~440\) nm. Time resolved photoluminescence reveals that the radiative lifetime of excitons in \(\{n001\}\) InGaN ridge QWs at \(13\) K is \(310\) ps, which is comparable to that in \(\{1101\}\) QWs. The estimated internal quantum efficiency at room temperature is as high as \(57\%\).

Semipolar micro- and nanostructures may offer platforms for next generation light emitters. For example, site-controlled quantum dots, \(^1\) stimulated emissions from pyramidal GaN cavities, \(^2\) and multi-color emissions from InGaN/GaN nanocolumns \(^3\) may pave the way toward novel functional optical devices. Furthermore, InGaN quantum wells \((QWs)\) grown on semipolar planes of GaN three-dimensional microstructures exhibit a higher radiative recombination probability than those grown on the conventional \(\{0001\}\) plane due to the reduced polarization effect. \(^4\)–\(^6\) Light emitting diodes \((LEDs)\) have been fabricated using such semipolar QWs. \(^7\)–\(^10\) Additionally, three-dimensional QWs are promising for multi-color emissions, including white, because the In composition and InGaN thickness are spatially distributed due to their structure. \(^5\)–\(^11\) Three-dimensional LEDs with multi-color emissions have already been demonstrated, \(^8\)–\(^10\) and a unique function, external control of the emission color, has been added. \(^9\)

In this study, we demonstrate that semipolar \(\{n001\}\) InGaN/GaN QWs \((n = 1 – 3)\) can be fabricated on \(\{0001\}\) GaN templates by a regrowth technique under appropriate growth conditions. Electron microscopy and photoluminescence \((PL)\) spectroscopy are used to investigate the structural and optical properties. The results indicate that the fabricated QWs possess superior properties as light emitters.

Samples were grown on sapphire \((0001)\) substrates using low-pressure \((300\) Torr) metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy \((MOVPE)\) without intentional doping. Initially, \(\sim 3\) \(\mu m\) thick GaN layers were grown, and a mask material \((100\) nm thick \(\text{SiO}_2\)) was subsequently deposited \textit{ex situ} by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Mask stripes were formed along the \(\{11\overline{2}0\}\) direction using conventional photolithography. Typical dimensions of mask opening and mask region are \(5\) \(\mu m\) and \(5–10\) \(\mu m\), respectively. Subsequent regrowth of GaN in ambient \(H_2\) creates microstructures composed of \(\{1101\}\) facets, as shown in the scanning electron microscopy \((SEM)\) image of Fig. 1(a). Hydrogen is a typical carrier gas for GaN MOVPE, whereas to promote In incorporation from the vapor phase to the solid phase, \(N_2\) is usually used for InGaN MOVPE. It should be noted that \(N_2\) hampers atomad migration and may alter the regrowth characteristics. Therefore, the growth behaviors of GaN and InGaN in \(N_2\) must be clarified to control the regrowth of InGaN/GaN QWs on GaN microstructures. For this, GaN microstructures were formed in \(H_2\) as shown in Fig. 1(a), and GaN or InGaN was subsequently grown in \(N_2\). The thicknesses of GaN or InGaN should be \(450–500\) \(\text{nm}\) on a planar \(\{0001\}\) plane. Figures 1(b) to 1(d) show the results. GaN grown in \(N_2\) [Fig. 1(b)] creates steep ridge structures on top of the pre-existing microstructures. The ridge structure consists of \(\{1101\}, \{2201\},\) and \(\{3301\}\) planes, as discussed below. In contrast, InGaN growth in \(N_2\) [Fig. 1(c)] barely affects the triangular cross section, but a detailed assessment using magnified SEM images [Fig. 1(d)] shows that the InGaN growth rate along the \(\{0001\}\) direction increases from \(200\) \(\text{nm}\) near the bottom of the underneath GaN microstructure to \(700\) \(\text{nm}\) at the top. These observations suggest that both Ga and In atoms on the growth surface migrate from the bottom mask region toward the top of the microstructures, where Ga atoms have a negligible mobility and form ridge structures. Although the mechanism responsible for the differences between GaN and InGaN is currently unknown, it may be related to evaporation; In atoms that reach the top should immediately evaporate due to their high vapor pressure, and In evaporation may accompany Ga evaporation.

The phenomena revealed in Fig. 1 inspired us to fabricate InGaN/GaN QWs on steep semipolar ridges. In this paper, QWs on steep semipolar ridges are referred to as ridge QWs, whereas QWs on pre-existing, wider \(\{1101\}\) GaN facets are referred to as facet QWs. Such ridge QWs may provide several advantages in terms of light emitters. First, the highly three-dimensional structure should lead to better light extraction. Second, because the ridge size along the ridge slope is on the order of a few tens to hundreds of nanometers, the additional carrier/exciton confinement should occur in the corresponding direction. That is, ridge QWs can be a type of quantum wire with strong carrier/exciton spatial confinement. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that high performance green laser diodes have been fabricated on \(\{2201\}\) substrates. \(^12\)

Five period InGaN/GaN QWs were fabricated on GaN microstructures formed in \(H_2\). The growth conditions of the QW realize \(~15\%\) In composition and an InGaN thickness.

\(^{a)}\)Electronic mail: funato@kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp.
of 4 nm on the (0001) plane. Figure 2(a) shows an SEM image, which confirms the formation of ridge structures. Figure 2(b) is a scanning transmission electron microscopy (TEM) bright field (BF) image of the ridge region, which is denoted by a broken rectangle in Fig. 2(a). The image shows that wavy QWs form within the ridge. Considering the angles with respect to the [0001] direction, these wavy QWs consist of the \( f_{1}/C_{22}^{101} \) and \( f_{2}/C_{22}^{201} \) semipolar planes, as designated by the broken lines in Fig. 2(b). The estimated well width is 4.2 nm. Additionally, QW fabrication is confirmed on the pre-existing \( f_{1}/C_{22}^{101} \) facets with an estimated thickness of 2.8 nm (not shown). These well widths are consistent with Fig. 1 because In and Ga adatoms migrate toward the ridge. Figure 2(c) is a high resolution TEM image around the top of the third QW. The lattice image is distorted around the coalescence region of \( \langle n01 \rangle \) and \( \langle \bar{n}01 \rangle \) ridge QWs, suggesting non-ideal coalescence. In fact, we experimentally confirmed that when the QW period is one, the emission from the ridge single QW, which forms a triangular cross section as shown in Fig. 2(b), is quite weak. Furthermore, its surface fluorescence image appears like a broken line. These findings suggest that the coalescence region of \( \langle n01 \rangle \) and \( \langle \bar{n}01 \rangle \) ridge QWs has a marginal contribution to light emission, consistent with the high-resolution TEM observation [Fig. 2(c)]. In this respect, it is noteworthy that the emission properties of ridge “multiple” QWs shown below are governed by QWs except for the first QW.

Figure 3(a) shows a fluorescence microscopy image of five period InGaN/GaN ridge QWs acquired at the surface normal at room temperature. The emission from ridge QWs is much more intense than that from \{1101\} facet QWs, in spite of much smaller volume. At this stage, there are at least two possible reasons: a better internal quantum efficiency (IQE) or an improved light extraction efficiency. These reasons are discussed in detail below. Figure 3(b) displays top views of the cathodoluminescence (CL) intensity mappings monitored at various wavelengths. At shorter wavelengths, the emissions from both ridge QWs and the \{1101\} facet QWs are strong. In contrast, the PL of ridge QWs becomes predominant as the monitoring wavelength increases. These observations imply that the emission wavelengths differ between ridge and facet QWs. To directly confirm this assertion, CL spectra, which were locally acquired at a ridge and a facet, are compared in Fig. 3(c). As expected, the emission wavelength of ridge QWs is located at a longer wavelength.

Using the well widths determined by STEM and the emission wavelengths of the CL spectra, the deduced In compositions in ridge and facet QWs are 17% and 15%, respectively. Compared with the previous reports on faceted InGaN QWs,\(^5\,11\) the estimated spatial In distribution is small, which suggests that although InGaN and GaN exhibit quite different regrowth properties, as demonstrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), In and Ga atoms migrate and evaporate quite similarly during InGaN regrowth. However, the growth mechanism behind it has yet to be clarified and is a subject of a future study.
To assess the carrier recombination dynamics in ridge QWs, time-resolved PL (TRPL) was performed. The excitation source was a frequency doubled Ti:sapphire laser with a power density of 0.12 nJ/cm². The laser wavelength was 370 nm to selectively excite the QWs. PL was detected to selectively excite the QWs. PL was detected through a streak camera. Figure 4 shows a time-integrated PL spectrum and the recombination lifetimes acquired at 13 K. The PL spectrum was fitted with two Gaussian curves to separate the contribution of ridge QWs from that of the \{1101\} facet QWs. Figure 4 also plots the result of the fit. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 reveals that the PL component at the longer wavelength is from ridge QWs. The estimated radiative recombination lifetime in ridge QWs is 310 ps for ridge QWs.

To support the above arguments concerning the reduced polarization effect, the square overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions was calculated, assuming realistic quantum confinement with a finite barrier height. The square overlap is proportional to the radiative recombination probability. Table I summarizes the calculated results, where the In composition and well width were taken from our experimental results. The In composition and well width (WW) were taken from our experimental results. Table I shows the electric field (EF), transition energy at 0 K (TE), and square overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions (OL). The In composition and well width (WW) were taken from our experimental results. The In composition and well width (WW) were taken from our experimental results.

TABLE I. Calculated electric field (EF), transition energy at 0 K (TE), and square overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions (OL). The In composition and well width (WW) were taken from our experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th>WW (nm)</th>
<th>EF (MV/cm)</th>
<th>TE (eV)</th>
<th>OL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0001)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{n\overline{1}01}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{1101}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high radiative recombination probability may provide a benefit of high IQE. To evaluate IQE, the PL temperature dependence was examined, using the same excitation setup as TRPL. Figure 5 shows the PL spectra acquired at 13 K and 300 K, and the intensity ratio between them well approximates IQE at 300 K. After decomposing the experimentally obtained PL spectra into two Gaussian components, which represent PL from ridge and facet QWs, such ratios were estimated for both the QWs. Figure 5 shows the fitting results. The estimated IQE for ridge QWs is 57%, while that for the \{1101\} facet QWs is 31%. Several mechanisms may explain the IQE difference: carrier transfer from the \{1101\} facets to \{n\overline{1}01\} ridges at elevated temperatures, larger non-radiative dislocation density in the \{1101\} facets due to bending of pre-existing threading dislocations parallel to the (0001) plane, and weaker carrier confinement in \{1101\} QWs both energetically and spatially. Although this study cannot reach a further conclusion, it should be noted that dislocations were not observed in ridge QWs using TEM. The improved IQE of ridge QWs may be one reason for the observed intense emission from ridge QWs [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], though contributions from other factors such as light extraction cannot be excluded.

In summary, we demonstrated that semipolar \{n\overline{1}01\} (n = 1–3) QWs can be fabricated on the ridge of GaN microstructures by the regrowth technique. N₂ carrier gas during the regrowth plays a principle role in forming such ridge QWs.
structures. InGaN QWs fabricated on the \{n\bar{m}01\} ridge have a wider well width than \{1101\} facet QWs, and consequently, emit at a longer wavelength. The estimated radiative lifetime of the exciton in ridge QWs at 13 K is 310 ps, which is much faster than that of (0001) QWs and is comparable to that of the \{1101\} facet QWs. The fast radiative lifetime is attributed to the reduced piezoelectric effect. Due to this fast radiative lifetime, IQE at room temperature is as high as 57% for ridge QWs.
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